Molecular computation via polymerase strand displacement reactions
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Abstract. The field of DNA computing has had many major breakthroughs since the early results of Adleman. Recent DNA computing works have focused primarily on enzyme-free computing architectures i.e. DNA-only circuits and devices. The rationale behind engineering such systems is to have biologically simpler machines. This offers several benefits such as no dependency on temperature control systems. However, recently [36, 38] the use of the enzyme-based system is gaining momentum yet again. These systems also compute using strand displacement, similar to enzyme-free architectures. However, the strand displacement is facilitated with a polymerase enzyme. Such enzymatic use provides an alternative method for the design and development of such systems. In this work, we discuss two computing avenues, namely, DNA circuits and chemical reaction networks along with a section on methods and protocols describing how polymerase-based systems operate. We end this chapter with a brief discussion and future possibilities of such emerging avenues of DNA computing.
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1 Introduction

The field of DNA computing, now more than 25 years old, has come a long way since its first attempt at solving computationally hard problems [1]. Since then numerous computational architectures have been proposed [4, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 23, 28, 31, 36–38, 40], including molecular motors and robots [3, 5, 29, 44, 45], software packages to design DNA strands [18, 22, 30, 32, 34, 46, 50], protocols for liquid handling to design mesoscale structures [21, 26, 47, 49], DNA-based imaging architectures [19, 20, 24, 32, 33, 35], archival storage drives [10, 17, 34, 41] and several other related applications.

1.1 Logic circuits

The fundamental units of DNA computing include DNA strand and some supporting enzymes such as ligase, polymerase, nickase. For example, Adleman used
DNA hybridization and ligation to solve the traveling salesman problem for a directed graph [1]. Several recent architectures use enzyme-free DNA only strand displacement logic circuits [28,31,43]. Some robotic architectures use DNAzyme and an RNA target to implement a walker [11,29]. The popular DNA PEN toolbox uses three enzymes, namely, polymerase, exonuclease and nicking enzyme in addition to DNA strands for their computational ability [14]. Numerous other architectures have also been proposed which demonstrates this power and programmability of DNA computing systems. This work, in particular, will focus on the recent polymerase-based single-stranded DNA architecture [38] that uses strand displacing polymerase to compute logic circuits.

1.2 Chemical reaction networks

Chemical reaction networks (CRNs), traditionally, are used to model the specie dynamics of a well-mixed solution occurring in nature (for example, cell regulation). However, in DNA nanotechnology, mainly due to the phenomenal success of large-scale DNA logic systems [5, 7, 8, 15, 28, 31, 38, 43], it was realized that CRNs can form a programming language for synthetic DNA-based molecular systems [4,36,37]. This exciting realization has also been supported by rigorous explorations on the computational power of CRNs. It is understood that stochastic CRNs are Turing universal, under certain error tolerance assumptions, while what exactly are the limits of deterministic CRNs [6,9]. More formally, a CRN is defined as a finite set of reactions $S$ over a finite set of non-negative elements $E$ such that reactants get consumed to produce products at some rate $k$ i.e. $R \xrightarrow{k} P$ where $R, P \in E$. A CRN can thus be represented using tuple $(S, E, K)$. Several DNA-based systems have been proposed [4,27,36,37] to implement arbitrary CRNs and some of them have also been experimentally verified [7,43]. In this work, we will mainly discuss the most recent scheme that uses a strand displacing polymerase to implement arbitrary CRNs.

1.3 Chapter organization

The rest of the book chapter is divided as follows: In section 2, we introduce the fundamental unit of computing i.e. DNA strand displacement. This includes both toehold-mediated strand displacement and polymerase-based strand displacement. In section 3, we discuss how a strand displacing polymerase can be used to perform DNA computing by building Boolean logic circuits. Section 4 shows how chemical reaction networks can be implemented using DNA substrate and strand-displacing polymerase enzyme. Unlike DNA-only reactions, polymerase reactions don’t operate at room temperature and therefore the careful design of DNA strand and fluorescence setup is required. Section 5 describes the methods and protocol to be used. We conclude the chapter with a summary of the work and discussion about future possibilities.
2 Strand displacement

Just like a transistor forms a fundamental unit of silicon-based computing, strand displacement in DNA is the fundamental unit of DNA computing. If several thousand strand displacement units are combined, one can, in principle, design a fully-working bio-computer. DNA strand displacement [5, 12–14, 16, 23, 28, 35, 38] is defined as the replacement of an incumbent strand in a dsDNA by an input strand. There are two ways to do strand displacement: (a) Toehold-mediated strand displacement, and (b) Polymerase-based strand displacement. Most prior works relied on the principle of toehold-mediated strand displacement (TMSD) [3] as they followed the rationale of biologically simple systems. TMSD is an enzyme-free unit i.e. it only requires DNA strands. Polymerase-based strand displacement (PSD) [36], on the other hand, requires polymerase enzyme in addition to DNA strands. A pictorial representation of both techniques is shown in Fig. 1. In
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**Fig. 1.** Toehold-mediated strand displacement vs polymerase-based strand displacement along with the intermediate stages.

In PSD, a partial dsDNA molecule acts as the gate and the input strand comes in to bind with the dsDNA complex through a short single-stranded opening called toehold. Upon binding with the toehold region, the tug-of-war between input ssDNA and incumbent DNA strand starts. Since the toehold region makes full binding of input strand thermodynamically [25] more favorable, the input strand eventually completely displaces the incumbent strand which gets released as the output. This entire process can be abstracted as a pass gate where input strand I releases output strand O using gate complex G. TMSD has been used to construct interesting logic circuits, reaction networks and even targetted drug-delivery applications. More details about the applications of TMSD can be found in these papers [15, 23, 28, 42].
prime direction is used. An input strand can come in and bind to the toehold region and then polymerase enzyme comes in to simultaneously prime the full strand and displace the incumbent strand. The energy source in this scheme is polymerase enzyme as opposed to the branch portion of the input strand. PSD is a relatively old-yet-new idea in the field of DNA nanoscience. While polymerase enzyme has been used in standard techniques such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and early DNA computing works, the idea of using polymerase enzyme for DNA computing has faded away in the last few years. Most of the focus has been on enzyme-free DNA circuits as they are biologically simpler. However, there have been few works also exploring the idea of PSD for computing and reaction networks applications [14,36,38].

3 Using strand displacing polymerase for computation

DNA circuits have been increasingly explored over the last decade and the ones that have been implemented are primarily based on TMSD, which is an enzyme-free unit [28,31,43]. For example, Qian et al. experimentally demonstrate a four-bit square-root circuit that comprises 130 DNA strands and is based on seesaw gates and it takes hours to compute the result [28]. Although the principle of TMSD is biologically simple, it can introduce reaction leaks and is sometimes time-consuming especially when the length of the toehold increases. While the slow computing speed as a challenge has been approached from two different directions, namely, high concentration [48] and localization [3], our focus in this work is to explore an alternative avenue of PSD that can reduce circuit size.

Song et al. proposed a fast and compact DNA logic circuits architecture that uses PSD [38]. Their architecture is based on single-stranded DNA logic gates, which largely reduces leakage reactions and signal restoration steps. While PSD is generally more effective at strand displacement as compared to TMSD since the enzyme is an energy source, it should also lead to more leaky reactions since the overall system has higher energy. However, the ssDNA gates are designed cleverly so they mitigate the leak issues without compromising the reaction speed. Therefore, the circuits achieve faster computation speed with fewer DNA strands, which enables easy construction of large-scale logic circuits. In their experiments, they use Bst 2.0 DNA polymerase which has strong strand-displacement activity and a large range of salt tolerance. The active temperature for Bst 2.0 DNA polymerase is around 65 °C and they conduct the experiments at 55°C. All the strand domains they use in the experiments is around 30 nt.

The functionality of the OR gate and AND gate is shown in Fig. 2. Each gate is of the form two-input (A, B) and one-output (O). Logic-OR means that if either input strand is present, it should be able to release the output strand. To implement this function, two ssDNA gates are used (refer to Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c). If the input follows right order then fuel comes in to produce a partially double stranded complex followed by an input which can release the output strand. The output of the gate is reported using standard fluorescence techniques [7, 28,31,36,43]. The functionality of the OR-gate is observed in Fig. 2a, where
all four inputs were tested. As expected, when either inputs are present, we see output fluorescence, however, when no input is present, we do not observe any output. Similar to the logic-OR gate, the logic-AND gate is also a two-input (A, B), one-output (O) gate. However, the output is triggered only when both the inputs coexist in the solution. The functionality of this gate is shown in Fig. 2e. The output fluorescence is only observed in one case where both the inputs are present.

Using these simple units of logic computing, the work demonstrated a large-scale circuit that comprises of 37 DNA strands and can compute a 4-bit square-root function with a half-completion time of around 25 minutes. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss implementation details of the circuits, however, the reader is encouraged to refer to the full paper. These logic circuits demonstrated by Song et al. required less computation time and fewer DNA strands as compared to prior state-of-the-art in the field demonstrating the potential of PSD logic circuits.

4 CRNs using strand displacing polymerase

The first step towards designing arbitrary CRNs using a strand displacing polymerase includes unimolecular and bimolecular CRNs. This is because any complex set of CRNs can be broken down into these simplistic CRNs. To implement a unimolecular CRN, Shah et al. proposed a two-step process (refer to Fig. 3). Let’s consider the unimolecular CRN A $\xrightarrow{k} B$ where input A produces output B at some rate k. This can be done using two auxiliary complexes which converts the input A to intermediate species I, and intermediate species I to output B. Both the steps use strand displacing polymerase to undergo PSD. It might seem hard to imagine this two-step process approximating the unimolecular reaction, under certain assumptions, it can be proved that these reactions indeed do so. The reader is encouraged to refer to the full paper for details [36].

In unimolecular reactions, only one input is required. However, most systems use more than one input species and therefore bimolecular reaction form the simplest non-trivial reaction set. To implement such a system A + B $\xrightarrow{k} C$, we simply need a dsDNA complex and one of the inputs. If so, then the input strand can combine with the gate complex to produce intermediate species I, which then, in turn, produces output C with the help of auxiliary complex. Such implementation ensures the stoichiometry of both the inputs is maintained and intermediate being produced only in the presence of both the inputs (refer to Fig. 3). Similar to unimolecular reactions, it is possible to prove that this two-step process along with a supporting linker reaction, can approximate the bimolecular reaction. However, it is out-of-scope of this chapter and the reader is encouraged to read the original paper [36].

Using these simple systems that implement unimolecular and bimolecular reactions, very complex and interesting phenomenon can be implemented. For example, these systems can be used for population protocols such as molecular
Fig. 2. DNA implementation for logic gates OR and AND. a) OR gate. b) Fuel strand (F) is bound to the OR gate by DNA hybridization (DH) and then extended by polymerization (PO) reaction. c) Input hybridizes with the gate complex and releases the output by PO reaction. d) Reactions with a reporter complex. Input (O) hybridizes with reporter complex, then separates fluorophores and quenchers by PO reaction and release fluorescence signal e) AND gate. f, g) Two possible reaction pathways to produce output (AO) or (BO). h) Side-reactions without any output generation. [38]. The figure is adopted from Song et al. (2019) with permission [38].

consensus. In such a network, as shown in Fig. 4a, two molecular species interact with each other to reach a democracy if a majority is found. The in silico demonstration of a molecular consensus network is shown in Fig 4b. Depending on different relative amounts of species A and B, the network, which is a set of CRNs, can compute the majority. Upon computation, all the minority species are consumed and converted to the majority. A more complex system that has also been demonstrated includes a rock-paper-scissor oscillator. Such a
molecular protocol is considered complex since they require careful calibration of reaction rates and stoichiometry of species. In such a cyclic system, a rock can beat scissors, a scissor can beat paper and a paper can beat rock. Therefore, such a network, under certain initial conditions, can keep oscillation indefinitely. The DNA implementation of such a system closely approximates the actual oscillatory phenomenon, however, eventually starts diverging after auxiliary gates are consumed (refer to Fig. 4d). These example networks demonstrate the power of CRNs and their DNA implementations. Of course, the experimental demonstration of these systems using DNA and PSD will add a cherry to the cake, however, the problem still remains as work-in-progress [36].

5 Methods and protocol

5.1 Oligonucleotide design, synthesis, and purification

It has been long known [2] that DNA strand design plays a crucial role in the successful operation of large-scale circuits and therefore utmost care should be taken while designing the strands. Based on our prior works, here are some general guidelines which can be used to design DNA strands:

1. The GC content for DNA strands should be roughly in the range of 40 and 60% along with no more than 3 consecutive G, C, A, T nucleotide, also called homopolymers (eg. CCCC).
Fig. 4. (a-b) A consensus network. (c-d) A rock-paper-scissor oscillator. Both the systems were designed and implemented using the strand displacing polymerase scheme [36]. The figure is adopted from Shah et al. (2019) with permission [36].
2. The toehold region should always be on the 5’ end (or 3’ exposed region) since the polymerase primes from 5’ to 3’ direction. The toehold can range from 10 nt to 30 nt depending on the desired reaction rate.

3. Polymerase enzyme has varying activity with temperature and therefore thermal chamber is essential. In the case of Bst polymerase, a temperature of 50 - 65 °C is suitable.

4. Use 5 - 8 nt clamping strategy \cite{7, 28, 38} on the ends of dsDNA \textit{i.e.} use GC-rich ends to avoid DNA breathing from opening downstream gates.

It is very well-known that once the DNA is synthesized, two rounds of purification is required \cite{7, 43}: (a) 12\% denaturing PAGE purification, and (b) non-denaturing PAGE. This will greatly mitigate the unwanted reactions, also called leaky \cite{39} reactions, and get rid of synthesis errors. The voltage and time for running gels depend on the size of gel and length of DNA, however, 200 V for 30 minutes can be a good starting point for denaturing gel and 150 V for 4 hours for non-denaturing gel. For gate preparations, several protocols are available suggesting different anneal times, however, a simple 2 hour anneal cycle with a linear temperature gradient from 95 °C to 25°C works well.

5.2 Fluorescence sample preparation and measurement

DNA circuits are generally tested using fluorescence spectrometer \cite{7, 12, 16, 28, 31, 38, 45}. Some care should be taken here while observing reaction output since polymerase activity is highly correlated with temperature. Prepare the reaction master mix with all the required buffers and DNA strands. This should include dNTPs, polymerase, isothermal amplification buffer, dsDNA gates as well as fluorescent DNA reporters. Incubate this solution at the desired temperature in the PCR machine or cuvette for 20 minutes. Add the input strand quickly to the sample and start measuring the reaction. It should be ensured that the volume of input is minimal as compared to the rest of the sample volume since the input is added at room temperature. For example, 1 uL (1\% of total volume) of input can be added to 90 uL of the master mix. This ensures minimal temperature fluctuations upon adding input.

6 Discussion and outlook

In this chapter, we introduced an alternative architectural unit for DNA computing \textit{i.e.} polymerase strand displacement which uses a polymerase enzyme as an energy source for strand displacement. It was compared with the traditional toehold-mediated strand displacement briefly followed by a short review of the state-of-the-art techniques for DNA computing and DNA-based CRNs using a strand displacing polymerase. As with other systems, the biggest challenge to build large-scale polymerase systems would be reaction leak and therefore leakless principles need to be adopted to the polymerase design. However, it largely remains an open problem. However, these new studies \cite{36, 38} promise an exciting future of DNA computing since they demonstrate that to engineer large-scale DNA computing systems, there are new research avenues yet to be explored.
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